Introduction
The concept "parallel transport" precedes historically the one of a "connection" and was first clearly formulated in the work [1] of Levi Civita on a parallel transport of a vector in Riemannian geometry. The connection theory was formulated approximately during the period 1920-1949 in a series of works on particular connections and their subsequent generalizations and has obtained an almost complete form in 1950-1955 together with the clear formulation of the concepts "manifold" and "fibre bundle" [2] . During that period, with a few exceptional works, the 'parallel transport' was considered as a secondary concept, defined by means of the one of a 'connection'.
The widespread approach to the concept of a "parallel transport" is regarding it as a secondary one and defined on the base of the connection theory [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . However, the opposite approach, in which the parallel transport is axiomatically defined and from it the connection theory is constructed, is also known [2, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] and goes back to 1949; e.g. it is systematically realized in [30] , where the connection theory on vector bundles is investigated. It seems that the earliest written accounts on this approach are the ones due toÜ. G. Lumiste [21, sec. 2.2] and C. Teleman [23, chapter IV, sec. B.3] (both published in 1964), the next essential steps being made by P. Dombrowski [24, § 1] and W. Poor [30] . Besides, the author of [24] states that his paper is based on unpublished lectures of prof. Willi Rinow in 1949; see also [30, p. 46] where the author claims that the first axiomatical definition of a parallel transport in the tangent bundle case is given by prof. W. Rinow in his lectures at the Humboldt University in 1949.
In [31] , the concept of a "parallel transport" was generalized to the one of a "transport along paths." The relations between both concepts ware analyzed in [32, 33] .
The aim of this paper is to review some relations between the concepts "connection on a bundle" and "(parallel) transport (along paths) in a bundle". Besides, certain elements of the theory of general transports along paths in fibre bundles [31, 33, 34] will be presented. The set of these transports contains as a proper subset the one of (axiomatically defined) parallel transports, which is in a bijective correspondence with the set of connections.
Here is the layout of the work. Section 2 recalls the definitions of a connection on a C 1 differentiable bundle and the generated by it parallel transport. The general concept of a parallel transport on an arbitrary topological bundle is introduced on the ground of some basic properties of these transports, . Section 3 contains elements of the general theory of transports along paths in topological bundles; in particular, their general form is derived. In section 4 is explicitly constructed a bijection between the sets of parallel transports and parallel transports along paths in topological bundles; the last transports form a proper subset of the set of transports along paths. In section 5 is reestablished [33] the existence of a bijection between the sets of connections and the one of parallel transports (along paths) in C 1 bundles. Section 6 closes the work.
The folowing notation will be used in this paper. By (E, π, B) we denote an arbitrary topological bundle [9, 12, 35] with bundle space E, base space B and projection π : E → B. The tiple (E, π, M ) stands for a C 1 bundle, i.e. a fibre bundle whose base and bundle spaces are C 1 differentiable manifolds. The space tantent to M at x ∈ M is T x (M ). An arbitrary real interval is denoted by J, [a, b] , with a, b ∈ R and a ≤ b, stands for a closed real interval with end points a and b, and γ : J → B means a path in B.
Connections and parallel transports
To begin with, we recall the most widely used definitions of a connection and the parallel transport generated by it.
with ı : π −1 (π(p)) → E being the inclusion mapping, is fulfilled
where ∆ h : p → ∆ h p ⊆ T p (E) and ⊕ is the direct sum sign. The distribution ∆ h is called horizontal.
The (∆-) horizontal lintγ of a path γ : J → M is a pathγ : J → E such that π •γ = γ anḋ γ(s) ∈ ∆ h γ(s) for all s ∈ J, i.e. the vectors tangent toγ belongs to the horizontal distribution ∆ h .
. The parallel transport (translation, displacement) generated by (assigned to, defined by) a connection ∆ h is a mapping P : γ → P γ , assigning to the path γ a mapping
The problem of axiomatizing the concept of a parallel transport (generated by a connection) consists in finding a set of mappings which is in a bijective correspondence with the set of connections and with the one of parallel transports assigned to connections. 1 Any mapping belonging to such a set can be called a parallel transport with possible adjective(s) pointing to its origin or some its peculiarity; however, the term "parallel transport" will be reserved in this work for a particular kind of mappings described below via definition 2.3.
The most direct way for describing what a "parallel transport" is, is by axiomatizing some of the properties of the parallel transports generated by connections.
be the parallel transport generated by a connection on some
M ). The mapping P has the following properties: (i) The parallel transport P is invariant under orientation preserving changes of the paths' parameters. Precisely, if
where • denotes composition of mappings.
(iv) If γ r,x : {r} = [r, r] → {x} for some given r ∈ R and x ∈ M , then
where id X is the identiy mapping of a set X.
Proof. The proofs of (2.6)-(2.9) can be found in a number of works, for example in [2, 3, 5, 21, 26, 27, 29] Definition 2.3. Let (E, π, B) be a topological bundle. A mapping
satisfying (2.6)-(2.9) (with B for M ) will be called (axiomatically defined) parallel transport.
To justify this definition, one should prove the existence on C 1 bundles of bijections between the sets of parallel transports and the ones of connections and of parallel transports generated by connection. As a result of definition 2.2 and proposition 2.1, it is sufficient to be constructed a bijection between the sets of parallel transports and connections, which is already done in [33] (see also section 5 below).
Transports along paths in topological fibre bundles
In this section we shall describe briefly one generalization of the parallel transport (generated by connections) which realizes one possible generalization of the axiomatization of this concept. 
called transport along γ from s to t, has the properties:
An analysis and various comments on this definition can be found in [31, 32, 36, 37] . As we shall see below, an important special class of transports along paths is selected by the conditions
where J ′ ⊆ J is a subinterval, γ|J ′ is the restriction of γ to J ′ , and χ : J ′′ → J is a bijection of a real interval J ′′ onto J.
Putting r = t in (3.2) and using (3.3), we see that the mappings (3.1) are invertible and
For discussion and more details on the transports along paths, the reader is referred to [31, 32] ; in particular, these references contain possible restrictions on them and their relations with other differential-geometric structures. [18] , i.e. on the total bundle space E, which now is supposed to be a manifold, to be given a foliation {K α : K α ⊂ E, α ∈ A}, with A being a set of indexes, which, in particular, means that [18] K α ∩ K β = ∅, α, β ∈ A, α = β and ∪ α∈A K α = E. Let the foliation {K α } be such that π(K α ) = B for all α ∈ A.
For any path γ : J → B and u ∈ E such that π(u) ∈ γ(J), there is a unique liftingγ u of γ in E passing through u and lying entirely in K α(u) , with α(u) being the unique α(u) ∈ A such that u ∈ K α(u) . It is given bȳ
Then one can verify that the mapping K :
is a transport along paths in (E, π, M ). , pr 1 , B) where B is a topological space, G is a group with multiplication G × G ∋ (a, b) → a · b ∈ G and pr 1 : B × G → B is the projection on B. An element u ∈ B × G is of the form u = (x, g) for some x ∈ B and g ∈ G and the fibre over x ∈ B is pr
or by
for some mapping f : (γ, s) → f (γ, s) ∈ G for every path γ and s in its domain. The verification of (3.1)-(3.3) is trivial and hence I is a transport along paths. In general, this transport is not a parallel transport (see section 4 below); if (B × G, pr 1 , B) is a differentiable bundle, there does not exist a connection for which I γ|[s,t] s→t , with s ≤ t, is the parallel transport along the restricted path γ|[s, t], the cause for which is that equations like (2.6) and (2.8) do not hold for these mappings unless some additional conditions are satisfied.
The general form of the transports along paths is described by the following theorem. 
(3.10)
Proof. The theorem is a corollary of the following lemma in which one has to put N = J, Q s = π −1 (γ(s)) and R s→t = I γ s→t , s, t ∈ J.
Lemma 3.1. Let there be given a non-empty set N and families of equipollent sets {Q s : s ∈ N } and of mappings {R s→t : R s→t : Q s → Q t , s, t ∈ N }. Then, the mappings R s→t satisfy the equalities
iff there exists an equipollent with Q s , for some s ∈ N , set Q and a family of bijections
Proof. The sufficiency is almost evident: the substitution of (3.13) into (3.11) and (3.12) converts them into identities. Conversely, putting r = t in (3.11) and using (3.12), we see that R s→t has an inverse mapping and (R s→t ) −1 = R t→s , s, t ∈ N (3.14)
due to which, for any fixed s 0 ∈ N , we have (see also (3.11)) R s→t = R s 0 →t • R s→s 0 = R t→s 0 −1 • R s→s 0 , i.e. (3.13) is fulfilled for Q = Q s 0 and F s = R s→s 0 .
The arbitrariness in the choice of the set Q and the family {F s } in theorem 3.1 is described by Proposition 3.1. Let in a topological bundle (E, π, B) be given a transport along paths I with a representation (3.10) for some set Q and family of bijections {F 
iff there exists a bijection D γ :
Proof. The proposition is a consequence from the following lemma for N = J, Q s = π −1 (γ(s)) and R s→t = I • Q → Q, such that
Proof. The sufficiency is almost evident: if (3.16) is true for some Q and {F s }, then from it we find
and substituting this result into (3.13 ′ ), we get (3.13). Conversely, if (3.13) is true, then we get
for any s, t ∈ N , but this means that the left and right hand sides of the last equality do not depend either on s or on t.
Hence, fixing arbitrarily some s 0 ∈ N and putting
• Q → Q, we get (3.16) from the last equality for t = s 0 .
The parallel transports as special cases of the transports along paths
The following theorem, whose prototype is [32, theorem 3.1] , describes completely the relations between parallel transports and transports along paths in general topological bundles. 
is a parallel transport, i.e. it possess the properties (2.6)-(2.9), with I for P.
Conversely, suppose the mapping
is a parallel transport, i.e. satisfies (2.6)-(2.9), and define the mapping
Then the mapping (4.3) is a transport along paths in (E, π, B), which transport satisfies the conditions (3.4) and (3.5), with P for I.
Proof. To prove the first part of the theorem, we define τ − : t → 1 − t, τ 1 : t → 2t and τ 2 : t → 2t − 1 for t ∈ [0, 1]. Applying (3.2)-(3.5) and using the notation of proposition 2.1, we get:
To prove the second part, we first note that (3.3) and (3.5) follow from (2.9) and (2.6), respectively, due to (4.3). As a result of (4.3), we have, e.g. for s ≤ t, 
Definition 4.1. A transport I along paths which has the properties (3.4) and (3.5) will be called parallel transport along paths. If I is a parallel transport along paths, then we say that the parallel transport (4.1) is generated by (defined by, assigned to) I. Respectively, if P is a parallel transport, then we say that the (parallel) transport along paths (4.3) is generated by (defined by, assigned to) P.
Theorem 4.1 simply says that there is a bijective correspondence between the set of parallel transports along paths and the one of parallel transports. Proof. This result is a simple corollary of (4.1) and (4.3).
Connections and (parallel) transports along paths
We know from the previous sections that there exists a bijection between the sets of parallel transports and parallel transports along paths and that to any connection (on a C 1 bundle) there corresponds a parallel transport, viz. the parallel transport generate by it. Now we shall close this range of problems by a result stating that any parallel transport (along paths) generates a connection on a C 1 bundle.
